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YTON ANEROID SPHYGMOMANOMETERS
Economic sphygmomanometers with nylon cuff with velcro closure, 
reliable manometer with clip to be fixed on the cuff. 
Scale 0-300 mmHg. Air release at closed tap max 4 mmHg/minute. 
Manual setting of deflation possible up to ⅔ mmHg/sec. 
From 260 mmHg to 15 mmHg max deflation time 10 sec. 
Scale graduated every 2 mmHg. 
Floating zero (the pointer has no stop point but swings freely), 
nylon velcro cuff, latex bulb with chromium plated valve. 
Chromium-plated air tap with air release regulation by screw valve. 
Supplied with a simulated-leather soft pouch with zip in a carton box. 
Available in 5 versions: standard, with one piece cuff, latex free, with 
incorporated stethoscopes or kit (sphygmomanometer+stethoscope).
Multilingual box and manual: GB, FR, IT, ES, PT, DE, GR, PL*, SE*, FI*, 
RO,* Arabic.
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• 32690 KOBE PALM SPHYGMOMANOMETER
Economic, lightweight, palm type sphygmomanometer with 
reliable large dial manometer for easy reading. 
Scale 0-300 mmHg, graduated every 2 mmHg. 
Adult nylon cuff, PVC bladder, PVC inflation bulb with handle, 
release valve nickeled in black.
Supplied in vinyl carrying case with 10 languages user manual 
and box (GB, FR, IT, ES, PT, DE, GR, RO, HU, Arabic).
• 32845 ADULT CUFF - spare
• 32846 PEDIATRIC CUFF - optional

Yton sphygmomanometer

Lightweight design, 
only 135 g

32720
Yton with incorporated Stethoscope
32703

YTON ANEROID SPHYGMOMANOMETERS      
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INCORPORATED 
STETHOSCOPE

KIT STETHOSCOPE
+ SPHYGMOLATEX FREE

LATEX FREEONE PIECE CUFF

LATEX FREE
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GIMA
code YTON SPHYGMOMANOMETERS

32720 YTON - black cuff
32692 YTON - one piece cuff
32704 YTON latex-free - blue cuff
32703 YTON - with incorporated - stethoscope - black cuff
32693 YTON KIT - sphygmomanometer + stethoscope
32701 YTON MANOMETER - spare

* only 32692


